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Abstract 

Today, predicting heart disease is the most challenging task in the medical world.In this 

generation, due to complications of heart disease, a person dies each minute or so.Data science 

plays a significant role in collecting large amounts of data in the medical domain.Since the 

prediction of heart disease is a complex task, it is necessary to anticipate earlier to avoid risks 

and inform the patient in advance.Machine learning, data mining, and deep learning are the three 

methods that provide the methodology and technology to leverage the relevant knowledge to 

make the right decision.Heart and vascular diseases are associated with cardiovascular diseases 

including Heart Disease (HD).Extensive research into heart disease has been carried out using 

vast amounts of data on all other aspects of HD.This paper, which is a cardiac dataset, comes out 

of the available public health dataset.In this article, we proposed a new Conventional Neural 

Network (CNN) architecture that was used to extract and categorize histopathological images 

using the K-means Consensus Clustering.The use of the deep neural network, the selection, and 

recovery of functionalities is the important process carried out before the classification of the 

dataset.In consequence, the dataset is pre-formed by the training process.The proposed model is 

associated with temporal data modeling use the earlier CNN prediction of HD.We achieved good 

results with the cardiac dataset compared to the existing results.The outcome of the proposed 

work achieves a precision rate of 97%.  

Keywords: Conventional Neural Network, Cardio Vascular Disease,Electronic Health Record, 

Heart Disease, K-means Consensus Clustering. 

 

1 Introduction 

Coronary artery disease, also called HD is the most common type and it creates when courses 

that deliver blood to the heart become stopped with plaque. It makes them solid and restricted. It 

is filled with cholesterol and a variety of substances. As a result, blood flow is reduced, and the 

heart gets less oxygen and supplementation. As predicted, the cardiac muscle has weakened the 

risk of cardiovascular degradation and arrhythmia. As plaque develops in the arteries, it is called 

atherosclerosis [1].  
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Cardiovascular disease (CVD) [2] is a general term for heart or vein-related conditions. It 

generally relates to the development of fat reserves in corridors (atherosclerosis) leads to the 

increased danger of blood blocks. It may also be associated with damage to hallways in organs 

such as the mind, heart, kidneys, and eyes. Cardiovascular disease is an important driver of death 

and disability in the United Kingdom. However, it can routinely to a large extent by the conduct 

of a healthy lifestyle. The development of greasy plates in the conduits, or can harm veins and 

the heart. Plaque development results in restricted or blocked veins that trigger coronary, 

thoracic torment (angina) lead to stroke[3].  

 

The symptoms of coronary heart disease can be distinct to people.For example, men suffer 

inevitable torments on their chests.Women have various signs and manifestations next to chest 

discomforts, such as nausea and extraordinary exhaustion[4].The medical services industry 

collects a lot of information on medical services used to locate hidden data for a powerful 

dynamic.Inspired by the overall increase in deaths of patients suffering from coronary heart 

disease each year.And the accessibility of enormous measure of patients' information from which 

to extricate valuable information, analysts have been utilizing information mining strategies to 

help medical services experts find coronary illness[5]. 

 

A healthcare environment that uses smart clothing to observe practical well-being. The 

heterogeneous frameworks and achieved the best results for minimizing costs. Measurable 

patient data, test results, and disease history are recorded in the Electronic Health Record 

(EHR)[6], allowing in identifying the potential information-based responses to reduce the cost of 

clinical contextual analyses. The heart is a powerful organ that generally consists of 

cardiovascular muscle. The heart drains the oxygen-rich blood through the body's construction 

and expansion. Cardiovascular diseases help in managing HD from venous problems[7].  

 

As per the World Health Organization (WHO), 17 million individuals died every year because of 

Cardiovascular sickness, which represents 31% of the passings worldwide. It attempts to 

distinguish between cardiovascular infections based on many factors [8].Critical variables that 

cause cardiovascular infection are high blood pressure, higher lipids in the blood, stress, weight, 

metabolic disorders, diabetes. In some cases, family and ancestry may also be a factor in 

illness[9].Certain tests are done before the determination of cardiovascular diseases, such as 

Electrocardiogram (ECG), pulse, cholesterol, glucose, and auscultation.Artificial intelligence 

(AI) is used in various domains to respond to complex problems.The AI provides an efficient 

method for diagnosing disease.AI provides a variety of ways to find secret examples in 

similarities of information.Since cardiovascular infections are extremely confusing and so care 

should be taken during treatment [10]. 

 

The AI cluster is to localize cardiovascular illness.Irregular sorter to predict heart disease.False 

neural organizations help to analyze the disease such as cardiovascular infections, malignancies, 
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and brain tumors.The model presented in this paper uses 13 credits of the standard coronary 

artery disease dataset to predict coronary artery disease.In this work, the proposed model 

provides that CVD using AI approaches.The proposed model is based on weighted Linear 

Regression dem(LR)[11], K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)[12], Random Forest (RF)[13], Neural 

Network activated with ReLU function (NNR)[14], and Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB)[15].The 

main expectation is to build a model with improved performance in diagnostics of cardiovascular 

infection.The proposed design of this work achieved an accuracy of 89% and an accuracy of 

91.6%.Compared to other available models, test results from the proposed model capable of 

anticipating CVD [16]. 

 

CVD is a major killer at this point.In 2016, the majority (54%) of deaths were caused by 

coronary heart disease.Numerous machine learning approaches are inadequate in measuring 

infectious diseases.As a result, it is necessary to have a framework that provides for infection 

effectively[17].The Deep Learning approach predicts blocked heart disease proposes that CNN 

anticipate the disease at an early stage.Cluster review is how objects are grouped into subsets that 

are significant for a specific problem.Following this, the items are coordinated to describe the 

inspected population[18].Contrary to the schema, clustering does not depend on predefined 

classes.Clustering is referred to as a spontaneous learning strategy because no data is provided 

on the “right answer” for either element.It can find previously unidentified connections in a 

perplexed informational index.Several cluster review requests are available.For example, in an 

operational application, the group review may be used to identify and describe customer groups 

for promotional purposes.In the non-hierarchical grouping, for example, the computation of the 

k-mean, the connection between the clusters is uncertain.Progressive grouping connects several 

groups until each piece of information is stored in sequence.These methodologies are to decide 

the resemblance between two items so that groups can be framed from objects with high 

comparability to each other.Usually, distance measurements like Manhattan and Euclidean, are 

used to decide on similarity.Distance work provides more incentive for sets of elements that are 

less similar to each other.From time to time, approach work is generally used, resulting in 

superior qualities for more comparable sets [19]. 

 

2 Related Work 

This study sets up a competent neuronal organization with convolutional layers to characterize 

clinical information in a fundamentally unbalanced class. While most of the current AI models 

that have been used in this class of information are helpless against class irregularity even after 

the change of explicit class loads. The basic two-layer CNN displays the force to inequality with 

reasonable concordance in the explicit performance of classes.  

Item selection technique which creates a small subset without changing the information.A 

system to determine compound elements.Highlighted selection will produce a subset of 

information.Many highlights are not useful for AI because it produces complex, competent 

prediction, and selection. A method of determining elements is a cross-strategy that has a global 
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population struggling with this problem.In examining the mortality rate and countless people 

with coronary heart disease, we recognize the importance of early CVD findings.Many 

conventional techniques exist to predict such a disease, but they seem inadequate.There is a need 

for a clinical determination framework that can foresee the heart analysis at a beginning phase 

and offers a more exact conclusion than conventional techniques such as LR, Lasso, Elastic Net, 

and Group Lasso regularization. These days, AI approaches are becoming very important. 

The EMR provides a range of important clinical data for patients.  For the situation where CVD 

proves to be more worldwide presaging. Many experts have focused on EMR-dependent 

cardiovascular diseases to address this aspect of improving the efficacy [20]. The purpose of 

clustering is to find a single segment consistent with current fundamental models, to the extent 

reasonably expected. Clustering is perceived as producing strong segments, finding unusual 

groups, handling clams, exceptions, testing varieties, and incorporating arrangements from 

various disseminated or deficient information sources. Here, the major parts may be produced a 

similar grouping calculation with various limits, or by a similar grouping calculation with 

various salient points [21].  

The highlights are classified as a strong, weak, poorly secured component.Given that element, 

the requirement has been expressed.Agreement groupings expect to find a solitary pattern that is 

in agreement.  It has been broadly perceived that agreement clustering is successful to create 

strong grouping results, recognize odd groups, handle commotion, anomalies, and test varieties, 

and coordinate arrangements from various conveyed wellsprings of information or qualities. Not 

quite like the usual bundling techniques, which direct the information network, bundling 

contribution agreements is the arrangement of different matching essential parts.So the grouping 

of agreements is a combined issue, rather than a customary grouping issue. This proposal deal 

with the complex grouping of agreements by transforming them into another simple issue. As a 

rule, K-means-based Consensus Clustering (KCC) proposed, which precisely changes the 

agreement grouping issue into a K-means clustering issue with hypothetical backings, and give 

them adequate and essential state of KCC utility capacities [22,23]. 

 

3 Proposed Methodology 

CNN architecture and extractive function with deep neural networks used to predict heart 

conditions.The main goal of this research is to predict heart disease accurately.The patient data 

set is derived from the Report on Public Health Care. Then the data are given into a model that 

makes a prediction of the HD of a patient with the help of the pre-recorded data and makes the 

patient alert us if they have a probability of having HD in the future. Figure 1 demonstrates the 

whole process associated with this model. 
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Figure 1: Proposed Architecture 

First, pre-recorded medical information is collected from normal people and patients with 

cardiac complications. In the public healthcare database, the recorded data shall be retained. 

Histopathological images are collected using the surveillance system and the extraction and 

selection of features are also performed using CNN. In the overall process, the data is pre-formed 

and has been intended to be normal and abnormal data. The risk of heart disease is predicted with 

the help of the CNN architecture classification technique, and the probability of getting the risk 

of heart disease at the earliest stage. 

This paper proposed two different types of neural network models that have a global learning 

framework, in which the binary classification task is mainly performed by basic deep neural 

networks. The KCC model is the first architecture model proposed in Figure 1. The NN model 

comprises three separate blocks of convolutional layers. A method of abandonment is used to 

avoid the overflow problem and removing random inputs into the training process can lead to the 

loss function.  
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3.1 Feature Extraction and Selection 

The selection of characteristics is very important to the exact prediction. The data set with the 

desired characteristics is taken and used by the data scanning algorithms to select the desired 

characteristics. For preprocessing, the selected functions or attributes are directly loaded into 

memory. A subset of own characteristics is selected through a certain process called the 

characteristic selection process. And the methodology is used to identify the most important 

attributes and help predict the result. The dimensional reduction form is used for preprocessing. 

Reducing attributes without changing the data set is the main difference between selecting 

characteristics and reducing dimensionality (selecting characteristics). And also the reduced 

complexity of the feature selection method is only due to the attribution with fewer parameters.  

 

In AI, the provision refers to a premonitory display problem in which a class name is provided 

for a particular illustration of the information.Examples of arrangement issues include: Given a 

model, characterize in case it is spam or not.Considering a handwritten character, group it as one 

of the familiar characters.Scores from different statistical correlations are used by filtering 

methods for feature selection. The wrapper method has a different kind of approach in the 

selection of the feature and this method evaluates all possible combinations and gives an accurate 

result for the ML. The integrated method produces the result with a combination of the above 

two models. Various statistical methods are used in selecting machine learning functions. In 

general, machine learning with a large dataset uses the filter method when selecting features. The 

classification algorithm is used as a wrapper method to measure performance. As well, the 

screening method uses the scientific approach rather than the classification algorithm. 

 

Raw data transmitted through the system may be under any form of numerical data. The pre-

processed data are received using the appropriate techniques. Pre-processing of information is a 

cycle in which raw information is established and made reasonable for an AI model. It is the first 

and decisive breakthrough while doing a model of artificial intelligence.  

When carrying out an AI project, it is not usually a case for us to confess all the information and 

arrange it.And knowing that doing any activity with information, it is mandatory to clean it up 

and set it up in an organized way.This is done through the pre-processing task.For the test 

process, the chosen characteristics and the preprocessed data are passed through the 

classifier.When the accuracy of the classification is improved, the quality of the extracted 

features is improved as well.The generic nature of the characteristic retrieval process is verified 

by testing the system with different types of data sets as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Feature Extraction and Selection Using KCC 

3.2 Preprocessing Data  

A numeric form of data in the conversion of all attributes is performed in the pre-processing 

stage which is used by the clustering process. And it's very helpful for the data set reduction 

dimension. The other way of preprocessing known is normalization. And sometimes it may 

occur in which some attribute values may get varied to certain ranges, so that its effects in 

reduction of such attributes, and if it lies in some normal range, then the values of attributes are 

considered to be normalized. 

3.3 Normalization Model  

In mining algorithms, a device that is used to pre-arrange data or information is called 

normalization. By measuring the features of dataset qualities, it is said to be standardized and 

then the dataset gets fallen inside a less chosen run, e.g., 0.0 to 1.0. Standardization is 

particularly useful for calculations of social opportunity that includes neural systems, or 

separation estimates, for example, the solicitation and packaging of nearest neighbors. The 

primary core dataset which has the right change is called Min-Maximize normalization and it is 

mapped a value of P to d ranges from [newmin(p), newmax(p)]. The various key values of the 

core dataset and its relations are also protected by Min-max normalization. 

3.4 Cluster Data  

The clustering is a necessary precursor for the extraction of the feature. The pre-processed data 

are input to the function extraction, in which the analyzed labels are used.Clustering is the 

certain points without knowing the possible attributes label points with other points of clustering 

which makes the other points similar.Where clusters overlap, the K-mean technique is used and 

it must be shown that the actual datasets are very common, sometimes also in the usual 

scenario.A Consensus Clustering algorithm based on K-means is explained in its description. 

Algorithm for KCC: 

Algorithm KCC () 

{ 

Initialising the matrix with attributes and objects for the row and column. 

Initialize cluster c= 1,2,...,n 
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group matrix g=0 

while (g(i)<=n) 

{ 

new consensus clustering coordination 

obtain distance for every node 

} 

} 

The membership matrix is updated when cluster centers are calculated and the location of cluster 

centers is allocated accordingly. The new value of a point is calculated by selecting one specific 

cluster, the distance between that point from the specified cluster center, and also the distance 

between that point and all other cluster centersare taken for the calculation. Then we calculate 

the change in the centroid matrix.The process is stopped, if the calculated value is lower than a 

predefined threshold, if that is not the case, other cluster centers are updated by the centroid 

matrix. The membership matrix is to be minimized to avoid continuous iteration. 

3.5 Extract Features  

The feature extraction is the important process that builds a generic data mining system that is 

given to various data sets. Only the values of the attributes are considered and the nature of the 

attributes is not affected by this process. It is clear evidence from the FCM, the k – dimensional 

space gives the cluster centers, and the attributes are referred to as n, the cluster centers are 

independent of the natures of the attributes. Consider k attributes from an n-class problem. 

The mathematical form of the neural network input is given in Eq. (1). Cross-entropy is 

considered with the softmax function and the cost function in the output is dependent on the 

layers. 

The adjustment activation function equation is: 

f xc = xc + max(0, xc)                                               (1) 

Where xc is input from the neural network. 

The rectifier unit gives the analytical function of the smooth approximation which are tracked in 

eq 2: 

f xc = ln[1 + exp(xc)]                                                  (2) 

The prediction is made, the new data extracted from the concealed layer are given in eq 3: 

Xc1 + 1 = H Wc1Xc1 + A1 , 1 = 1,2,… . . , n                                      (3) 

Wherethe activation function is H, the weight matrix of the cluster is Wc, and Al is the bias 

hidden layer and the rectified linear unit (ReLu) is used for the above parameter selection. The 

input training or test dataset does not provide input directly to the hidden unit. 

In the covert layers, the neurons of the t-layer are interconnected to form the neurons of the t-1-

layer. Each of the hidden layers generates an output as a function of Eq 4. 

The hidden layer of interconnected neurons with the n-1 layer that produces the result which is 

given in the form of: 

xci+1 = σ( (wcixci + Ai)
n
i=1 )                                          (4) 
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Where the bias variable and the weight of the cluster are denoted as wc and A, the input layer of 

the cluster is denoted as xc and the n is the hidden layer of the neural network. There are ReLU 

and hidden node layers are used in the network.The function ReLU, f (xc) = maximum (0, xc).To 

enable the output layer, the sigmoidal function is used.For the loss function, the Mean Square 

Error (MSE) and to optimize the MSE loss, the Adadelta algorithm is used respectively. 

Algorithm for Feature Extraction using KCC 

algorithmfeature_extract_kcc() 

begin 

initialize several clusters as n; the number of attributes as k; 

for i=1 to k 

for j=1 to n-1 

dist=j-i; 

end for 

min_dist=min(n); 

end for 

end 

3.6 Classification Using Convolutional Neural Network 

With the use of the image enhancement technique, the model is refined to obtain CNN models 

from scratch. Finally, image classification and verification of training and validation data are 

carried out by the dummy model.Figure 3 demonstrates the implementation of the CNN 

architecture. 

 
Figure 3: Implementation Architecture of CNN 

CNN is a kind of artificial neural network, which is used for the multiple perceptrons which look 

at the input images.The CNN has the weights and basics that can be learned in many parts of the 

pictures and that can be separated from each other.It has the advantage of investing the use of 

local spatial consistency in the input images, few parameters are shared to reach fewer 
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heights.The above process certainly has memory and effective complexity.The following layers 

are used in the CNN: 

Convolution Layer – In this layer, to create the map of the characteristics of the succeeding layer, 

a kernel matrix is given on the input matrix. The Kernel matrix on the entry matrix is obtained by 

a mathematical operation called convolution by sliding. The element-by-element matrix 

multiplication operation is performed and adds the output to the characteristics map in each slot. 

A convoluted image is calculated according to equation 5 as follows: 

C i, j =   I b, a k(i− b, j− a)ab                                   (5) 

 

Pooling Layer – The feature map of the demerit result has the disadvantage of recording the 

exact position of the input. This implies that the input image entirely generates a map with 

different characteristics when rotation and cropping occur or there is a minor change in the 

input.To prevent this problem, we headed for the CNN layers.The gradually invariant translation 

of the entry is represented by Pooling.The invariance of the translation means that if a small 

amount of input is changed, the pooled output values are not changed to some extent. 

Let b is the input layer and a be the output layer is fully connected and it is given in eq 6: 

y i = σ ( wc 1 xc 1 + ⋯ + w cb x a )   (6) 

The final output of the fully connected layer is given as eq 7: 

y = σ ( wc 1,1 x 1 + ⋯ + wc 1,b x a ) ⋮ σ ( wc n,1 x 1 + ⋯ + w a,b x a)     (7) 

3.7 Fully Connected Layer  

The output of CNN is taken from the preceding layer that is given as input for the fully 

connected layer and several layers are connected in CNN. The first layer of the connected 

network is interconnected with the second layer, as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Fully connected  layer, where the first layer is connected with the second layer of 

every node 
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4 Results and Discussions 

The proposed system model was formed for the cardiac data set, in which each of the models 

precalculates the probabilities of the class label of the given patient record.The primary objective 

of training models is to reduce the binary cross-entropy loss between two labels.An open-source 

Python software is used for implementing the templates. Firstly, the dataset is classified into two 

classes, i.e., HD  andNo HD. The other classifier that has four classes is formed, which identifies 

the different data sets. A Python programming language program was written and executed to 

determine the number of existing types. The program searches for the dataset and groups it into 

four different classes. Subsequently, the determination of the number of classes, the type of 

folders, and the closest class results are automatically labeled and processed. With the help of the 

four classes, the formed template was tested, and outputs were generated along with the 

confusion matrix. It is expected that the four classes will be 87% accurate, which is as high as the 

outputs generated.  

4.1 Dataset 

In the model described, Kaggle, which is a standard data set on cardiac diseases, whose data is 

collected from the four prestigious hospitals in Switzerland and the United States of America. 

The datasets include 303 records and 13 attributes. Sufficient values are not present in the 

dataset. In the dataset, an attribute that is referred to as a target, which indicates whether an 

individual has heart disease or not. If the indicated target value is 1, then the patient has heart 

disease, or if the value is 0, then the patient does not have heart disease. In the dataset folder, 

there are 165 patients with heart disease and 138 patients with no heart disease. Using CNN, a 

model of a classifier is generated to categorize binary classes from the data and file system that 

stores the model itself.Table 1 indicates that the calculated accuracy ratio for the binary 

classification is 97%. 

Table 1: Computed Accuracy Rate of classification 

Attribute Description Type 

Age Years Num 

Sex Gender Nom 

Chest pain Cp Nom 

Bp Blood_pressure Num 

Chol Cholesterol Num 

Ca Num of major vessels Num 

Slope Exercise Nom 

Thal T3,t6,t7 Num 

Target Disease prediction Num 

 

Figure 5 shows that the ROC curve for the given dataset during training and validation of the 

proposed system and prediction did with patient age.  
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Figure 5: Roc Curve for Proposed system 

Figure 6 shows that the patient with gender who having heart disease in the given dataset. 

Figure 6: Gender vs target who had heart disease in the given dataset 

Blood disorder of Thalassemia status of patients having heart disease and Thalassemia blood 

disorder status of patients who do not have heart disease are shown in Figures 7 and 8 

respectively. 
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Figure 7: Blood disorder of Thalassemia status of patients having heart disease 

 
Figure 8: Blood disorder of Thalassemia status of patients who do not have heart disease 

The binary classification of diagnosed records of patients and prediction of heart disease is 

represented in the confusion matrix as shown in figure 9. The prediction is done by two different 

classes like 0 and 1. where 0 denotes a patient without heart disease and 1 denotes that the 

patient having heart disease. 
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Figure 9: Confusion Matrix for the proposed method 

The proposed model's performance concerning the precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy of 

97% is shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Accuracy rate of this proposed model 

 precision recall f1-score Accuracy % 

 

0 0.87 0.78 0.82 97 

1 0.76 0.85 0.80 97 

 

The binary classification of experiments is reported using results of performancemetricsof 

evaluation with accuracy (a), precision (p), recall (r), and F1 score are calculated using formulas 

as shown in eq 8,9,10,11. The parameters using the elements of true positive(tp), true negative 

(tn), false positive (fp), and false negative (fn). 

 

a=      (𝑡𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛) / (    𝑡𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛 + 𝑓𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛)     (8) 

p=    𝑡𝑝/(𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝 )    (9) 

r= 𝑡𝑝/(𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛   )                                               (10) 

f1 = (2xpxr) / (p+r)                                              (11) 

 

The predicting accuracy score is calculated and show the results below: 

Majority Predicting accuracy score:  0.7912087912087912 

Weighted Average accuracy score:  0.8131868131868132 

Bagging_accuracy score:  0.8021978021978022 

Ada_boost_accuracy score:  0.7362637362637363 

Gradient_boosting_accuracy score:  0.8131868131868132 
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The training and validation accuracy model for the proposed system is shown in figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: Accuracy of Training and Validation 

 

Below figure 11 shows the results of the proposed system using accuracy percentage, precision, 

recall, and F-1 score, where 0 is denoted that the patient not having heart disease and 1 denotes 

that the patient having heart disease. 

 
Figure 11:Accuracy rate of this proposed model 

K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm is mainly used for clustering of classification and 

regression. The parametric model having the training data of the non-parametric method. KNN 

will directly compare with nearer neighbors of the training data. KCC algorithm having a group 

of K clusters as data points. The shortest distance of cluster with datapoint assigned with 

parametric which are compared in below figure 12. 
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Figure12. Comparison of KNN and KCC algorithm 

The comparison of execution time between KNN and KCC is shown in below figure 13. 

 
Figure 13. The execution time of clustering data 

 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new CNN with KCC architecture that is designed for the 

classification of histopathological images. With the assistance of the publicly available Kaggle 

data set, the training and evaluation of the architecture are implemented. The 15 convolution 

overlays and two fully connected overlays are used in the proposed architecture. The highest 

95.46% accuracy is achieved with this DNN architecture. In this system, we also studied the 

CNN with KCC performance effects with different activation functions and the effect of locating 
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the network activation function. The purpose of this proposed system is to accommodate a small 

collection of patient data and advanced models of deep learning that have the clinical domain. As 

a result of this work, the above-mentioned procedure structure connects a broad range of data 

and records to a logical framework and then applies the results to the final analysis. Because of 

the unequal distribution of health records, these tools may be used to make the best decision. 

Future work will include the implementation of alternative neural organization models such as 

the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) and the Attention-based Recurrent Neural Network. 

It would also provide a better understanding of how to predict various types of heart diseases. 

Furthermore, the conversion of each output target's binary classification into a multi-label 

classification task is considered for the solution of its imbalance and control of its structure for 

our dataset. 
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